
Public Services Comm Meeting Minutes, July 7, 2021. 6:00pm 

Council Chambers 

1194, Woodlawn Ave discussion about extending sewer main line. 

Present: Bona(chair), Harpin, Oleskiewicz, Commissioner Lescarbeau, residents of Woodlawn Ave, 
media (iberkshires), and councilor Sapienza (audience)  

 

Lisa Tessier (Woodlawn resident): asking city to assist with the cost or installation on the main sewer line 
to extend to the last few properties on the street. They received a private estimate of $26,000 and did 
engineering studies.  

Commissioner Lescarbeau: explained the city’s cost would be much higher if they were to pay any 
portion of a private installer. It would need to go out to bid, prevailing wages could triple the costs up to 
$75,000.  

Elaina Sprague (Woodlawn resident): where residents charged to put in main on the street to where it is 
now.  

Commissioner: unlikely, but that was long before his time. Most likely reason it ended where it did was 
due to required pump for the incline.  

Marian (Woodlawn resident): questions if the residents would have to pay the $75,000 if the bid it out.  

Bona: What can city do to help the residents? 

Commissioner: city can install the main, but its about devoting the time. Pipe is already available along 
with engineering plans. Mayor needs to approve allowing time to work on it which could run into 
overtime if other issues around the city come up once the digging starts.  

Karl D’Ambrosio (Woodlawn resident): property owners will occur an additional 10-12k expense to 
connect to the main from their home. There is a 5th home currently empty, owned by a bank.  

Commissioner: explained there is a 100ft elevation from where the new connection starts to the end. 
One of the reasons for a pump.  

Oleskiewicz (comm member):  asked about storage tank sizes required on the properties.  

Harpin (comm member): questioned the length it takes if an RFP had to be done and explained how the 
bidding process works and could take substantial time.  

Sapienza (audience councilor): questioned about any limits to HWQD for hooking up more homes.  

Marian (Woodlawn resident): asked about tax abatement if residents pay for it.  

Harpin Lisa (Woodlawn resident): asked if the job takes 2-3 steady or part-time on and off.  

Commissioner: explained it all depends on what other work is needed around the city.  

Lisa Tessier (Woodlawn resident): said her septic system is about to go any day and already seeping 
above ground and unpleasant odors. What are options A, B, C…. 

Commissioner: said minimally they can cover the cost of the blacktop which will save the residents $15k.  



Bona (comm member): questions if home values increase after being hooked up. Residents and 
commissioner agreed they do. 

Commissioner: said her would talk with mayor next day and see if he would agree to having the city do 
the work. A few years ago, when the city considered it, it didn’t have the equipment it does now to dig 
the hole. It will be easier today.  

Lisa Tessier (Woodlawn resident): Excited and hopeful and pleased the residents had the opportunity to 
discuss these councilors and the commission. Other residents echoed her comments.  

Elaina Sprague (Woodlawn resident): mentioned she is on disability which affects her income, and any 
savings would be greatly appreciated. 

Bona: explained the council does not have the authority to order DPW to do the job, nor can we 
approve any additional expenses without it coming from the mayor first. 

Commissioner: felt there was enough in existing road repair budget to cover costs needed.  

Committee: agreed to wait to see how discussion with the Commissioner and Mayor would conclude, 
before scheduling any future meetings on the agenda item. No vote was taken.  

Harpin: motion to adjourn.  

Oleskiewicz: 2nd Meeting end 7:10pm 

 

UPDATE: Mayor agreed for the city to install the main sewer line to the end of the street. Property 
owners are still responsible to hire private company for pipes running from their homes to the main, any 
pumps, and connection work, and repaving.  


